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CHI PHI SPEAKS
NATIONAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
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BY BRO. JAMES SYKES

he Brothers of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. gathered in Kansas City, Missouri, on August 1-4,
2013. How good and how pleasant it was as brethren dwelled together in unity and in
celebration. Brothers from across the nation and around the world came together to handle
the business of Omega and to celebrate various accomplishments that were achieved in the past
year. The Grand Basileus discussed the history and the state of Omega. He also lead a soul-stirring
rededication ceremony. The brotherhood participated in forums and sessions designed to layout the
future of Omega's many initiatives in communities across the country.

The fellowship was as moving as the high level at which the business was accomplished.
Brothers shared time, space and conversation as they strengthened the ties of brotherhood.
Colorado brothers were very well represented with approximately 15 brothers representing Chi Phi
and Xi Pi chapters.
The leadership conference demonstrated that we are moving in the right direction and
showed us that our future is in very good hands. There were approximately 20 undergraduates and
graduate students who received scholarships ranging from $6000-$16,000.

COLORADO STATE REPRESENTATIVE VOICE
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BY BRO. ERIC ALLEN
rothers of Colorado,

I greet you in the name of the Supreme Basileus of the Universe and pray this message finds each
of you and your families in great spirits. The State of Colorado continues to receive favor from on
high so let us cling to our faith and remain steadfast in our duty to God, our families and to Omega. Daily
we are able to find honorable projects completed within our communities, which are not only enriching
the lives of others, but they further brighten Omega's forever-shining light. I encourage us to be diligent in
maintaining a life balance that not only strengthens us individually but also collectively because our work
on this side is not yet done.
The conclusion of the 64th Annual Eighth District meeting in Albuquerque, New Mexico has
presented us with a charge to continue living our creed and doing the duty, we have promised. At the
same time, this has provided the state of Colorado with another opportunity to exhibit the many skills of
the Omega Men residing within our borders. We are very fortunate to now hold a position on the District
Council with Bro Greg Labrie of Chi Phi being appointed as the 8 th District Publicist. Recently the District
Representative Dr. Ray Brown has appointed Bro Brett Britton of Xi Pi to the position of Assistant State
Representative; including his other duties with district committees and as the 65th 8 th District Marshal.
Bro Michael Short and Bro Omar Montgomery, both of Chi Phi chaper, continue to work diligently with
their district committees as well. We even have a few brothers who are continually giving of their talents
behind the scenes. I feel confident in saying that more of you will be stepping forth to lend a helping hand
on the local and district levels to further the expansion of Colorado's presence in the 8th District.
Recently I heard a brother state to me that "good is the enemy of great". Whether in our personal
lives or within the fraternity, too often we find ourselves settling on good as being our best. The State of
Colorado encompasses great men with great talents who have already, are currently and will in the future
further drive Omega forward into another century. With that in mind, let us not accept only good as our
best but work to improve our greatness. As a unified body, we must strive to build upon these great
talents in such a manner that will enable us to endure as a strong force within this district. It is incumbent
upon us to stay prayed up and trained up in the proper procedures, which govern this organization.
Although a seemingly simple task, this process remains complicated. Simple because all we have to do is
live our creed and hold strong to our oath. Complicated because as a whole organization we have allowed
petty differences, childish acts, and many other things to cloud the purpose for which the Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc. was established. Just as Brother Montgomery stated during his candidacy speech for
District Representative, "it is never the wrong time to do the right thing". When we are doing the right
thing, we will exude greatness therefore all watching eyes will see our best. Again I say let us not accept
only good as our best, but work to improve our greatness.
In addition, your agenda should include the upcoming Colorado State Workshop in Colorado
Springs, CO on Saturday, August 24, 2013 at Double Tree Hotel—1775 E Cheyenne Mtn Blvd. I sincerely
look forward to sharing in fellowship with each of you in the coming days and months. Continue to strive
for greatness for we all are great and our purpose is even greater. Long live the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Inc.!!!!

CHI PHI ANNUAL PAINT-A-THON
BY BRO. ERIC ALLEN
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rothers, Good Afternoon!
The time is drawing nigh for us to complete Chi Phi's Annual Paint-a-Thon
Project. This coming Saturday, August 10, 2013 we will shed a little bit of our blood,
sweat, and tears towards an honorable project aiding the lives of seniors within our
community. Since the Bronco game is Thursday night, we should have no problem beginning
bright and early Saturday morning at 7:30 AM so we can be completed long before the start
of the 5:30 PM New York vs. Pittsburgh game. My thought is that we toast a paint brush to
the seniors in the morning and a beer to the football game that evening.
Because the locations are spread apart this year, we will need to be diligent in our focus on
both the quality of work and our time. Speed with efficiency shall carry us through to a
successful completion. I remain positive that this endeavor we will once again be a shining
example in the community of our willingness to give back to those in need. Let's show up
and show out by accomplishing our annual goal of providing uplift.
Our day will proceed in the order listed below. I have included some basic information as a
preview of the days task. Remember, EVERYONE is going to show up with at least a
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paintbrush. You can still go to Dollar General and purchase a 3-Pack Brush Set, Roller Handles,
Paint Rollers, and even a decent paint tray all for $1 each.
1. 1685 Willow St - Denver - 80220 ( Just off 17th - 2 blocks South of Montview & 2 blocks North
of Colfax)
Single story painted brick - Painting whole house except small addition on back - Needs
scraping, caulking and lots of pruning
Extra tools needed are extension poles for painting, ladders, pruning sheers/cutters & other
brush cutting tools
2. 3510 Eudora St - Denver - 80207 ( Just off 35th about 3 blocks East of Park Hill Golf Course)
Painting trim and small shed - Needs scraping, caulking and minor pruning
Extra tools needed are extension poles for painting, ladders, & basic yard tools
Thanks in advance for all your efforts in maintaining this traditional chapter event!
In Friendship,
Eric Allen
Chi Phi Chapter
Denver, CO
720.883.5613
esaomega@gmail.com
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SEPTEMBER CHAPTER MEETING
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 2013
6 P.M. AT THE OWLS CLUB

